
Welcome Meeting

Jeffers Class



Class Rules and Routines

Class Rules - The children have decided on the class rules themselves.

Star Reward Chart – given for positive behaviour, attitude to learning and 

excellent effort in their work. When the children get ten stars they get to choose a 

prize from the ‘Dippy Box’.

Golden Time  Chart – If a child breaks one of our class or school rules, their 

name will be moved down on the Golden Time chart. If children show positive 

behaviour they can be moved back up again.

Golden Time – On a Friday afternoon the children get 20 minutes of Golden Time 

where they can choose from a  selection of activities.

Rewards Assembly - A whole school rewards assembly will still take place on a 

Friday.  There will be a special mention from each year group with a certificate.  

The special mentions will be themed around PEACE.



Feedback to learning – verbal feedback will be given where 

possible.  Children have a purple polishing pen to edit and improve 

their work, address their mistakes or challenge themselves to move 

their learning forward.

Golden Dove - Golden Dove award will still be awarded at the end 

of each half term.

Collective Worship - Collective worship is at 1.10pm and we will be 

returning back to a whole school gathering.

Snack – Fruit is provided to the children daily. Children can bring in 

a healthy snacks Mon – Thurs.  Freedom Friday – a treat of their 

choice (no nuts).  A drink should be brought into school each day.



Learning Expectations – Continuous Provision

We will be doing continuous provision in class where the children will have access to a range of 

activities that they can freely access relating to the curriculum objectives. Initially we will do 

continuous provision until October half term and then review whether we continue until Christmas.

There will also be a teacher led activity where a small group of children will work on a directed 

task. 

Learning Expectations – Maths

Power Maths – there will be four 1 hour lessons per week.  They are whole class lessons with no 

differentiation.  The principle behind this is to ‘Keep up not Catch up’.  Children’s knowledge will be 

deepened instead of being moved on to the next objective.  This is the mastery approach. 

Arithmetic lesson – 1 hour, once a week.  Will focus on number facts, speed of recall and formal 

methods.



Learning Expectations – Reading

Reading books should be coming home and being sent back to 

school each day.  

Teachers will be baselining children’s reading comprehension in the 

first few weeks back at school.

Children will also read individually to an adult in school.

Children will read daily during independent reading time (ERIC).

There will be a class library slot once a week for children to choose 

from a wide range of books.



PPA

Teacher’s PPA will be every Thursday morning for the EYFS and Key Stage 1 classes.

Unlike last year, where PPA was covered by a full afternoon of PE, it will now consist of two 

separate lessons. 

These two lessons will be rotated throughout the year and being delivered by PPA cover specialists.

Autumn – Outdoor Education and PE (still being provided for by Progressive Sports) 

Spring – Singing and Outdoor Education

Summer – Computing and PE

An extra PE lesson will be taught for part of additional afternoon session, making up the 

recommended two hours per week for PE.

Children will be collected from the playground in the morning by whichever PPA cover specialist they 

will be having for the first session.



Homework

Homework will be set weekly every Friday and be expected every Friday.

Homework expectation in Key Stage 1:

• Reading - five times a week.

• Spelling practice – ready for the spelling test every Friday.

• School Jam – one Maths activity linked with what we have been learning in our Power Maths 

lessons.



Timetable



Topics

Autumn – A Step Back in Time

Spring – London’s Burning

Summer – Out of this World

Autumn 1 WOW day

Victorian Day in school.



Wrap-Around Care

As a school, we will be having Progressive Sports provide us with wrap around 

care.

• Breakfast Club will run up at The Nest from 7.30am

• After School Club will run up until 5.45pm

After School Clubs for Autumn 1 are as follows:

Monday: Football

Tuesday: Cricket

Wednesday: Dodgeball

Thursday: Multi-skills

Friday: Health and Fitness



Tapestry

In Year One we continue to use Tapestry. 

This will usually involve a weekly post sharing what we 

have been learning in class. 



Communication

We value all communication and believe it plays a vital part in allowing 

us to meet your child’s needs.  For this reason, we want to make sure that 

you can get the right help or advice as effectively as possible.

Your first point of reference should always be the class teacher. 

Your second point of reference would be Mrs Smith as Key Stage 1 Lead 

and Reception Teacher.

Your final point of reference would be Mr Lee Smith: Head Teacher.

Mrs Laura Kiteley (our Nurture and Pastoral Support staff member) is 

also available regarding any concerns about your child’s physical or 

emotional wellbeing.



Thank you for listening!


